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Everyoneâ€™s favorite pink-loving gal returns in Emeraldalicious, the imaginative, glitterlicious

sequel to the #1 New York Times bestselling Pinkalicious!Pinkalicious combines magic, love, and

imagination to turn an ordinary place into an Emeraldalicious world.Pinkalicious and Peter visit their

favorite park, but on the way Pinkaliciousâ€™s wand breaks. She isnâ€™t worried at all, because

she knows just what to do. She takes a stick, some vines, and a very special flower to make a

magical wand.When Pinkalicious and Peter finally arrive at the park itâ€™s covered in stinky trash!

But never fear, Pinkalicious is here with her magical wand, lots of love, and pinktastic rhymes to turn

the trash into an Emeraldalicious paradise.
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K-Gr 1-Popular Pinkalicious and her brother visit a park, only to discover that it has become a

garbage dump. The magical princess creates a wand from a stick, kisses it, and proceeds, with

verse, to gradually transform clusters of debris into lovely things-birds, a castle, fancy dress, and a

boat mobile. The place is finally a glorious garden, but the magic wand disappears into the wind.

Pinkalicious promises that the seeds and love they have left will make the entire world



"Emeraldalicous." Kann's mixed-media illustrations are brimming with color and detail, the latter

perhaps an occasional detriment. Fans will continue their dedication, and teachers may choose to

share this for recycling encouragement.-Gay Lynn Van Vleck, Henrico County Library, Glen Allen,

VAÎ±(c) Copyright 2011. Library Journals LLC, a wholly owned subsidiary of Media Source, Inc. No

redistribution permitted.

When Pinkalicious, the princess of pink, and her friend Peter visit their favorite park, they find it filled

with garbage. Thankfully, her wand becomes magic, and each time the friends recite a rhyme about

something they love, the wish comes true: â€œBuckets, bow tie, and a bone. / All this garbage

makes me groan. / What I would love is a pretty throne.â€• Six wishes later, they have turned the

ugly dump into a â€œgreentastic garden.â€• As a follow-up to Pinkalicious (2006) and its three

sequels, this is adequately diverting, and the mixed-media illustrations do catch the eye, especially

with the dizzying amount of very specific junk strewn across the page. (Later, of course, this junk

becomes hearts, flowers, etc.) Using a princess theme to tackle conservation and nature protection

does not make for the smoothest of fits. That said, those already invested in our popular pink

heroine might just follow the example and think greenâ€”maybe even emerald green. Grades K-2.

--Julie Cummins

Not my favorite out of all the Victoria Kann books. A little disappointing.

Pinkalicious and Peter find out that their favorite park is covered in trash! They create a magic wand

that helps them recycle and re-use the junk in the park. They also plant new flowers to grow. Soon

the park is Emeraldicious!Why I liked this book - This is an awesome book for Earth Day! It gives

the message; care for your environment and recycle! The illustrations are fabulous as with all of Ms.

Kann's books. I really like Pinkalicious' cape, wand, and tiara that were made from flowers and

plants. I really like how the story shows that you can re-use some of the "junk" lying around and

make it into something great. I think everyone should do more of that. I think kids (girls AND boys -

remember, Peter is there too!) 4+ would really like this book!

My whole family likes the Pinkalicious series of books but this one is probably my least favorite. The

story is just weird- basically Pinkalicious and Peter play in trash and have a magic wand that makes

things out of the trash and grants their wishes. My daughter likes it well enough but it's just an odd

storyline to me. It's somewhat different from the rest of the Pinkalicious books (not in a good way).



In hindsight, I would pass on this one.

My 4 year old is a huge fan of these books and so I added this one to her collection. Just like the

others, this one doesn't disappoint. The pages are colorful and full of things to look at. The story line

is cute and this has become a favorite bedtime read in our home. If you have a Pinkalicious fan, I

highly recommend you add this one to your collection!

I love all of the Pinkalicious books. They're so refreshing in a time when the family unit seems to be

going down the drain, and kids are allowed to dress so provocative! My almost-8-year old has

LOVED Pinkalicious for a couple years now (we even traveled three hours to go see the musical

which she loved, too), and she has EVERY book, but this most recent delivery (not Emeraldalistic)

she didn't have interest in reading for a few days. I really hope she isn't outgrowing Pinkalicious...I

will continue to pre-order all of the upcoming books until I know for sure.

I was rather disappointed by this book. The others in the series have very cohesive stories that my

daughter LOVES! This one seemed to try to hard to have a lesson.

The Pinkalicious series is one of my daughters' favorites. This new book does not disappoint. The

pictures are gorgeous as always and the story is simple yet fun with a lesson about taking care of

the Earth tucked in, too.

Very nice,
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